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The production of software is a labor intensive activity, especially in the field of High Energy Physics,
where the complexity of current and future experiments require large software projects.
For most of the scientists and engineers involved in software production, the business is science
or engineering, not computing. As software scope continues to grow so does the feeling that its
development and maintenance are out of control. The situation is made even worse by a lack of
software engineers and from an uneven software culture. Better organization and control of software
production are clearly needed in order to face the challenge of developing new software for the LHC
and of maintaining software for previous experiments.
1 SOFTWARE PROCESS AND QUALITY
To be able to control the production of software it is essential to improve (a) the knowledge of the
PEOPLE involved, (b) the organization and improvement of the software development PROCESS and
(c) the TECHNOLOGY used in the various aspects of this activity. The goals are better systems at
lower cost, and of better quality.
The process is the set of orderly actions to be performed to produce the software throughout the
life cycle. The quality of a process can be measured in terms of maturity against a recognized
framework. The reference framework is the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) proposed by the
Software Engineering Institute (SEI). This model consists of five levels and the most difficult step is to
move from level 1 to level 2 because of all the management procedures and activities that have to be put
in place. As an organization moves up the maturity levels, management visibility on the software
process improves, estimates become more accurate, schedules are met more precisely and the time
required to produce a software system shortens.
People Process Technology
Except for level 1, each maturity level is decomposed into several key process areas (KPA) that
indicate the areas an organization should focus on to improve its software process. One of the KPAs of
level 2 is Quality Assurance whose goal is to verify process and product compliance and to address non
compliance. This verification can only take place if effective measurements are performed to quantify
compliance.
2 SOFTWARE METRICS
Measurement can affect all aspects of the software process including the software itself. Among various
aspects of software metrics we will mainly concentrate on metrics derived directly from the source
code.
The correlation of software metrics and source code quality have been verified by experimental
studies conducted for example by T. McCabe and M. Halstead. Closer to us, E. Lancon studied the
evolution of the ALEPH reconstruction code called JULIA from 1990 to 1995. It showed that the
routines with the poorest quality in terms of metrics score are also the one modified most for bug
correction, and after 5 years of such a correction the quality of the code automatically improved.
Early measurement helps achieving quality by monitoring complexity, quantifying test effort,
forecasting maintenance cost, identifying risks or planing preventive maintenance. Once the problem to
be solved has been clearly defined, a quality model can be build combining the right metrics as basic
components for measurement. The quality model defines the acceptable range of complexity. It needs to
be adapted both to the development team expertise level and to the type of project.
Software tools can help collecting the metrics and assess the software compared to the defined
quality model. One approach is to use source code metrics patterns to cope with the amount of collected
data.
3 SOFTWARE METRICS LAB WORK
In the hands-on sessions, students practiced with Logiscope, a tool for software metrics. Logiscope is a
toolbox for improving programming quality and test coverage. It can analyze more than 80 language
variations including C, C++ and Fortran. Logiscope features include:
• Code quality with support for software metrics computation to assess maintainability,
testability and component re-usability;
• Test coverage with support for coverage rates on source code branches, procedure calls,
instruction blocks etc.;
• Code standards with support for verification of the program against programming rules and
customization of rules to check;
• Graphical reverse engineering.
The lab works started with a walk through demo on a sample C++ code with step by step
instructions through a possible quality analysis session with introductions to the most common features
of the tool. For the remaining part of the session, students could analyze their own code (C, C++ or
Fortran) using provided list of hints and road map or patterns presented during the lecture. Some of
them undertook corrective actions to improve the quality of the code or took results back home to share
with colleagues.
The lab work were followed by a wrap up session where 6 groups presented very interesting
results and their conclusions about the approach.
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